
8 Reasons 
Webroot Will  
Make You  

  

Smarter Detection
» Behavior-based, not signature-based
» One of its kind, cloud-based, adaptive protection

Smarter Management
» No signature updates
» Minimal user performance impact
» All endpoints protected collectively & managed centrally

Smarter Protection
» Collective protection—strength in numbers
» Any time a Webroot-protected device encounters a threat, all other 

endpoints are secured in real time

Smarter Support
» One-click support
» Most problems resolved in 10 minutes or less
» Customer satisfaction rating of over 94%

Smarter Remediation
» Rollback remediation automatically undoes changes made by malware
» No need to reimage or wipe devices

Smarter Threat Intelligence
» Data from tens of millions of sensors is correlated and analyzed 

continuously
» Machine-learning backs highly accurate real-time analysis of URLs, 

IPs, files, mobile apps, and phishing sites

Smarter Incident Response
» 40+ commands for one endpoint or many
» Integrates with firewalls, access points, MDMs, and more to make 

security products smarter

Smarter Future
» Tiny <4 MB agent designed for minimal footprint 
» Covers ATMs, point of sale, embedded systems, IoT, and security 

appliances
» Top industry performance

webroot.com
Webroot was the first to harness the cloud and artificial intelligence to protect businesses 
and individuals against cyber threats. We provide the number one security solution for 
managed service providers and small businesses, who rely on Webroot for endpoint 
protection, network protection, and security awareness training. Webroot BrightCloud® 

Threat Intelligence Services are used by market leading companies like Cisco, F5 
Networks, Citrix, Aruba, Palo Alto Networks, A10 Networks, and more. Leveraging the 
power of machine learning to protect millions of businesses and individuals, Webroot 
secures the connected world. Headquartered in Colorado, Webroot operates globally 
across North America, Europe, and Asia. Discover Smarter Cybersecurity® solutions at 
www.webroot.com
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Smarter



Our threat intelligence is extracted from the Webroot® Threat Intelligence Platform—our proprietary cloud-based security analysis architecture 
designed for next-generation protection. Webroot machine learning functions on a scale like no other, allowing us to categorize threats effectively 
in near real time. By capturing millions of characteristics and applying millions of weights to each one via supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning, we create the equivalent of a digital fingerprint for each internet object.

The Difference...
Webroot can catch the most elusive, never-before-seen threats

Endpoint. Network. Threat Intelligence. 

Our massive, cloud-based machine 
learning approach enables Webroot 
to effectively categorize known and 
unknown internet objects.

Webroot applies extremely large and complex neural nets, in the order of 40 
million nodes, for its machine learning model

The training of a Webroot model utilizes approximately 10 million data points

10 Million

40 Million

These parameters define a single training model; Webroot runs up to 1,000 
simultaneous instances of its models and publishes new ones daily

Webroot classifies over 500 billion internet objects every day to determine if 
they are benign or malicious

Millions

1,000


